Lentivirus-mediated expression of insulin-like growth factor-I promotes neural stem/precursor cell proliferation and enhances their potential to generate neurons.
Strategies to enhance neural stem/precursor cell (NPC) capacity to yield multipotential, proliferative, and migrating pools of cells that can efficiently differentiate into neurons could be crucial for structural repair after neurodegenerative damage. Here, we have generated a lentiviral vector for expression of insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-1) and investigated the impact of IGF-1 transduction on the properties of cultured NPCs (IGF-1-NPCs). Under proliferative conditions, IGF-1 transduction promoted cell cycle progression via cyclin D1 up-regulation and Akt phosphorylation. Remarkably upon differentiation-inducing conditions, IGF-1-NPCs cease to proliferate and differentiate to a greater extent into neurons with significantly longer neurites, at the expense of astrocytes. Moreover, using live imaging we provide evidence that IGF-1 transduction enhances the motility and tissue penetration of grafted NPCs in cultured cortical slices. These results illustrate the important consequence of IGF-1 transduction in regulating NPC functions and offer a potential strategy to enhance the prospective repair potential of NPCs.